
EQUIPPING STUDENTS TO
UNDERSTAND MODERN
SLAVERY TODAY



OUR STORY
The work of ZOE Foundation Australia is focused on both Australia and South
East Asia. In Thailand, we assist survivors of child trafficking through Prevention,
Rescue and Restoration efforts. Our goal in Australia is to implement advocacy
and education programs that help to increase knowledge about trafficking and
bring awareness to Australia's connection to Modern Slavery. 

PREVENT

RESCUE
child trafficking

children who were orphaned,
trafficked or abandoned

RESTORE
the lives of child trafficking survivors
and orphans in distress



 Isn't slavery relegated to the past?

 How can people be enslaved if there are no physical chains?

 Human Trafficking always looks like a scene from Taken.

 Modern Slavery just happens overseas.

 There's nothing I can do to end Modern Slavery.
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50 MILLION PEOPLE ARE IN 
MODERN SLAVERY TODAY

Understanding Modern Slavery means addressing some assumptions:



Old Slavery New Slavery

Legal ownership asserted Legal ownership avoided

High purchase cost Very low purchase cost

Low profits High profits

Shortage of potential slaves Glut of potential slaves

Long-term relationship Short-term relationship

Slaves maintained Slaves disposable

Ethnic differences important Ethnic differences not important

"Isn't slavery relegated to the past?"

UNDERSTANDING MODERN SLAVERY

Kevin Bales, Disposable People: New Slavery in the Global Economy, 2004



"How can people be enslaved if there are no physical chains?"

UNDERSTANDING MODERN SLAVERY

Human Trafficking
Forced Labour
Debt Bondage
Forced Marriage
Slavery and slavery-like practices.

Modern slavery refers to situations of exploitation in which a person cannot
refuse or leave because of threats, violence, coercion, deception, or abuse of
power.

Modern Slavery refers to a range of exploitative practices including 

Modern Slavery is a crime that hides in plain sight. 
Human trafficking is the exploitation of vulnerabilities.

 Minderoo Foundation, 2022



YEAR 10 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Geographies of human wellbeing - 6 lesson plans

LESSON
PLAN

GEOGRAPHICAL
KNOWLEDGE
AND UNDERSTANDING

GEOGRAPHICAL
INQUIRY AND SKILLS

Introduction
to child
trafficking

The reasons for and
consequences of spatial
variations in human
wellbeing on a regional
scale within India or
another country of the
Asia region.

Observing, questioning and planning: writing
geographically significant questions.
Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing:
collecting geographic information from secondary
sources. Constructing an annotated sketch map.

What is child
trafficking?

Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing:
organising geographic information from secondary
sources.

Where does
child
trafficking
occur?

Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing:
construct a choropleth map. Collecting geographic
information from secondary sources. Construct a
scatter graph to test the relationship between two
variables.
 Interpreting, analysing and concluding: describing
patterns on maps and scatter graphs.
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Why does
child
trafficking
occur?

Interpreting, analysing and concluding: classifying
information using geographic organisers.
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VULNERABILITY
FACTORS

Individual factors

Family factors

Social & economic factors

Demand factors

UNICEF report on child trafficking in East and South-
East Asia, 2009

Discrimination

Lack of
education
and jobs

Consumerism

Tensions
and

wars

Differences
in pay
rates

PovertyLack of access
to information

Family
breakdown

Neglect

Status and role
of children

Substance
abuse

Domestic
violence

Demand for
Child Labour

Demand
for child

brides

Demand for sex
with children

Demand
for

adoptions

Dropping out of
school

 
Experiences of 

violence & abuse
 

Lack of life skills
such as danger

awareness
 

Lack of citizenship &
documents

 
Living on the street

 
Desire for adventure

Global
Pandemics

Human Trafficking is
the exploitation of

vulnerabilities.



"Human trafficking always looks like the movie 'Taken'."

UNDERSTANDING CHILD TRAFFICKING

= TRAFFICKING

+

+

ACT

MEANS

PURPOSE

Recruitment

Transport

Transfer

Harbouring

Receipt of persons 

Threat or use of force

Coercion

Fraud

Deception

Abuse of power or vulnerability

Giving payments or benefits
 

Exploitation, including:

Prostitution of others

Sexual exploitation

Forced Labour

Slavery or similar practices

Removal of organs

Other types of exploitation
 

International Labour Organization
& United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime



The United Nations defines child trafficking as ‘the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation.’ Children are

trafficked into a variety of industries, some legal and some illegal. 

THE CHALLENGE OF CHILD TRAFFICKING

Domestic Servitude Agricultural industries Informal Economy

Factories Child Soldiers Cocoa Farms Commerical sex industry

International Labour Organization 
& United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime



YEAR 10 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Geographies of human wellbeing - 6 lesson plans

Responding
to child
trafficking

The role of
international and
national government
and nongovernment
organisations’
initiatives in
improving human
wellbeing in Australia
and other
countries.

Observing, questioning and planning: writing
geographically significant questions.
Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing:
collecting geographic information from secondary
sources.
Interpreting, analysing and concluding: evaluating
data and proposing an explanation for a pattern.
Reflecting and responding: propose individual
and collective action in response to a contemporary
geographical challenge.

ZOE International

ZOE Foundation
Australia

Communicating: construct a poster to deliver a
message.
Reflecting and responding: reflecting on the role
of personal values and attitudes in influencing their
responses to development issues.
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PREVENT

RESCUE
child trafficking

children who were orphaned,
trafficked or abandoned

RESTORE
the lives of child trafficking survivors
and orphans in distress

Our holistic approach to ending child trafficking:

ZOE MEANS LIFE



PREVENTION

Overnight outreach to Mae
Hong Son province

Human trafficking
awareness   

Protective behaviours
workshop

Thailand



RESCUE

Partnering with local law
enforcement 

 Multidisciplinary Task
Force  

 69 rescues in 2022 so far 

Thailand



RESTORATION

Barista training with girls
studying hospitality

Espresso, milk steaming
and latte art basics

Vocational Training



RESTORATION

“Trauma is in the nervous
system, not in the event.” 
 - Peter Levine

Therapeutic aspect to all
Vocational training

Encourages agency and
self-determination

Trauma-informed care

Pictured: ZOE Staff Member

ZOE protects the identity
and dignity of children and
does not show trafficked
children.



"Modern Slavery only occurs overseas."

AUSTRALIA'S CONNECTION TO MODERN SLAVERY

Cyberspace Imported Goods & ServicesIn our communities

International Labour Organization 
& United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

"There's nothing I can do to fight Modern Slavery."



Global Slavery Index, 2018



YEAR 9 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Geographies of interconnections - 6 lesson plans

LESSON
PLAN

GEOGRAPHICAL
KNOWLEDGE
AND UNDERSTANDING

GEOGRAPHICAL
INQUIRY AND SKILLS

Our
Interconnected
World

The ways that places and
people are interconnected
with other places through
trade in goods and services, at
all scales. 
The effects of the production
and consumption of goods on
places and environments
throughout the world.

Observing, questioning and planning: asking geographic
questions and planning an inquiry. Collecting,
recording, evaluating and representing: researching
working conditions. Interpreting, analysing and
concluding: using maps to describe patterns.

A case study of
interconnection

Collecting, recording, evaluating and
representing: collecting and organising data from
survey, constructing a graph and map.
Interpreting, analysing and concluding: reaching
conclusions based on research.

Environmental
impacts

Collecting, recording, evaluating and
representing: describing spatial distribution,
collecting information and reaching conclusions
about sustainability.
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The effects of the production
and consumption of goods on
places and environments
throughout the world.



YEAR 9 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Geographies of interconnections - 6 lesson plans

My Thailand
diary

Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing:
collecting and organising information from a range
of sources. Interpreting, analysing and concluding:
use geographical concepts to reach conclusions.

Tourism’s
dark side

Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing:
collecting and organising information from a range of
sources. Reflecting and responding: proposing
individual and collective action to respond to a
geographic issue. Communicating: developing a
communication strategy.

Responding to
issues

Collecting, recording, evaluating and representing:
collecting and organising information from a range
of sources. Reflecting and responding: proposing
individual and collective action to respond to a
geographic issue. Communicating: developing a
poster to inform visitors.
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The effects of people’s travel,
recreational, cultural or leisure
choices on places, and the
implications for the future of
these places

The role of international and
national government and
nongovernment organisations'
initiatives in improving human
wellbeing in Australia and other
countries (Year 10, Geographies
of human wellbeing).



Year 10 Year 9

Year 9 Special Edition

EQUIPPING STUDENTS TO UNDERSTAND MODERN SLAVERY

Free resources for teachers, developed by accomplished curriculum writer, Mark Easton. Both
curriculums are available for download on our website or grab a USB from us today. 

"There's nothing I can do to fight Modern Slavery."

https://www.gozoe.org.au/learn/curriculum/


BOOK TODAY AT
goZOE.org.au
Or, come speak to us after the session 

BOOK A ZOE SPEAKER 
Engage your students by booking a ZOE speaker for your school! We regularly provide
age-appropriate presentations at Primary and Secondary schools across Australia,
introducing young people to Trafficking and Modern Slavery. Presentations can
complement our Geography Curriculums or serve as an introduction to Trafficking issues
to students of different ages.  



THANK
YOU!

w w w . g o Z O E . o r g . a u

david@gozoe.org
hudson@gozoe.org.au


